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UNITARY GROUPS AND DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

ROBERT M. KAUFFMAN

Abstract. Unitary groups generated by differential operators

have special properties that can be used to study completeness of

the set of eigenvectors of the infinitesimal generator.

Unitary groups also occur in differential operator theory in

another manner, associated with unitary equivalence of differential

operators. We discuss what happens to At=Ut~ AUt as t ap-

proaches infinity provided that A, is a differential operator for all

t and A has certain properties.

By a differential expression P we mean a formal expression of

type 2o aiDi, where D denotes id/dx and the a,- are C°° complex

valued functions with a„ a nonzero constant function. The domain of

the a< will be ( — oo, co ) = P.

Associated with an ordinary differential expression we have many

possible operators in the space L2(— oo, oo). We shall consider only

operators which contain the minimal operator P0 and are contained

in the maximal operation Tm- The definition of these operators can

be found in Goldberg [l]. By a differential operator, then, we mean

an operator in L2(— oo, oo) which is in between P0 and Tm for some

differential expression P.

Our first lemma is proved by using an argument used in Lax and

Phillips [3]. Recall that selfadjoint operators generate unitary groups

according to Stone's theorem. Here we will deal with selfadjoint

operators which are also differential operators. These, of course, can

only arise from differential expressions which are equal to their own

formal adjoint.

Lemma 1. Let H be a selfadjoint differential operator. Let Ut be the

unitary group which has infinitesimal generator iH, and let f be per-

pendicular to the eigenvectors of H. Then there is a sequence tn approach-

ing infinity such that for any compact subinterval J of R, fj | Utj\ 2(x)dx

approaches zero. t„ is independent of f and J.

Proof. Let K denote the orthogonal complement of the eigen-

vectors of H. Restricting H to K, we get a selfadjoint operator Pp

from a dense subspace of K into K. This fact may be seen by making

a series of observations, each of which is easy to prove. First, if

P(A) is the spectral projection of H corresponding to the Borel set
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A, and if Pk is the projection on K, then Pr commutes with P(A).

Second, if Qn=Pn—P-n, where P\ is the spectral family of projections

for H, then (HQn)PK=PK(HQn), which is proved using the first

observation and the spectral theorem. Third, if/ is in the domain of

H, then PKf is in the domain of H. This can be seen by noting that

Qng approaches g as « approaches infinity, for all g in the Hubert

space. Now if g is in the domain of H, QnPixg approaches P^g as n

approaches infinity, and also H(QnPKg) = (HQ„)PKg = PK(HQ„)g

= PKQnHg which approaches PicHg. Therefore, since H is closed,

Picg is in the domain of H and HPKg = PiçHg. From these three ob-

servations, it is not hard to see that Hi is a selfadjoint operator in K.

Hi has, of course, no point spectrum.

Now, restricting Ut to K, we get a unitary group Vt on K which has

iHi as its infinitesimal generator. But then (see Lax and Phillips

[3, p. 145]), it follows that there is a sequence /„ approaching in-

finity with Vt« converging weakly to zero.

Let Tj denote the differential expression on J formed by restricting

T to /, where T is the differential expression associated with H. Thus

(Tj)m denotes the maximal operator in L2(J) corresponding to TV.

Recalling that / is compact, we see that the set of all/ in L2iJ),

such that ||/||ál and ||(TV)m/|| UN, has compact closure in L2iJ), for

each fixed N. This known fact can be proved in several different ways,

one of which involves almost a word for word repetition of part of the

proof of Theorem 2.

Now we finish the proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for/ in

domain Hi, since domain Hi is dense in K. But for such/, we see that

U^f is also in domain Hi, where tn is selected so that V^ approaches

zero weakly on K. Letting Cj he the characteristic function of J,

CjUt„f is in the domain of iTj)M, and (Tj)mO/„ = CjTfn. We are

identifying L2iJ) with a subspace of L2iR) here, and letting /„ be

UU- However, since \\Tj\\ =\\Hf\\=\\ t/,;1 HUtj\\=\\Hfn\\, it follows
that both CjTfn and Cjfn are bounded in norm. Thus there is a

subsequence h¡ of/„ such that Cjhj is convergent in norm to a point

of L2iJ). But since/„ converges weakly to zero, it follows that Cjh¡

converges to zero in norm in L2(7). This is the conclusion of the

theorem, because it implies that Cjfn approaches zero, since the

sequence is contained in a compact set and zero is its only possible

cluster point.

Theorem 1. Let T= 2~L" ?\+ V(x), where T is a classically self-

adjoint differential expression, V(x) is a complex valued function on the

reals such that \ V(x) | approaches infinity with \x\, and 7\- is a differ-
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ential expression (not necessarily selfadjoint) for each i. Let H be a

selfadjoint differential operator associated with the differential expression

T, and suppose that f in domain H implies that P,/ is in L2 for each i.

Then the eigenvectors of H form an orthonormal basis for L2(R).

Proof. Suppose/ is in the domain of H, and/ is perpendicular to

the linear span of the eigenvectors of H. We know from part of the

proof of Lemma 1, that if the linear span of the eigenvectors is not

dense, there is such an/ with ||/|| =1.

Select /„ as in Lemma 1. Let/„=P¡n/. Then || F/„|| approaches

infinity, by Lemma 1. But also ||/„|| =||/||, and ||P/n|| = \\Hf\\. If we
can show the existence of a number N such that, for all P», ||Pt/n||

= -W(||/n||+||-ííf"n||)i we have a contradiction. We shall show it for

each Ti separately.

Consider the domain of H, with norm ||g||i = ||g||+||Pg||. This norm

makes domain H into a Banach space. If we fix i, and map g to Tig,

where g is given || ||i and P.g is given L2 norm, the resulting linear

transformation ÍF< has a closed graph. To see this, suppose that

||gr>~g||i approaches zero, and T¡gn is a Cauchy sequence in L2 norm,

we must show that P,g„ approaches Tig. However, this follows from

the fact that (Ti)M is a closed operator. By the closed graph theorem,

then, Wi is bounded for all i. Thus N may be selected. This com-

pletes the proof.

Now we consider the question of unitary equivalence. If K is an

operator, and Ut is a unitary group which carries the domain of K

onto itself, then Ut~xKUt = Kt forms a one parameter family of

operators. One might look for some sort of asymptotic behavior of

Kt. For example, if we consider P=P0, where T— —d2/dx2+V(x),

and V(x) has compact support, and if Ut is the unitary group of right

translation operators, then on any closed interval Kt is the operator

— d2/dx2 for t large enough. The next theorem negates the possibility

of stable asymptotic behavior of this type for certain P, provided

that the unitary group is generated by an operator with no point

spectrum.

We introduce some notation beforehand. If P is a differential

expression, we let P¡ denote the minimal operator on the left half

line and T, denote the minimal operator on the right half line induced

by P. Let Pi denote the restriction of TM to D(Ti)+D(TT), where

D(A) denotes the domain of the operator A. T0 is a finite dimensional

extension of Pi.

Also, if T is a differential expression, we write || P ||r

= maxosisn supiei | a¿(x) | for any closed and bounded interval I.
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Theorem 2. Let A be a differential operator generated by the differ-

ential expression T. Suppose that Ut is a one parameter unitary group

which takes D(A) into DiA) for all t. If iH is the infinitesimal generator

of Ui, we suppose H has no point spectrum. We suppose that U¡~lA Ut is

a differential operator A ¡ generated by a differential expression Tt for

each t. Finally, we suppose that 77 ' and Ff are completely continuous

operators from their ranges into L2. Then there is a sequence tn approach-

ing infinity such that ||7\||r approaches infinity for all compact sub-

intervals I of the reals.

Remark. The property that Pr_1 and Pj-1 be completely continuous

has been investigated by Kauffman [2].

Proof. We first prove a preliminary fact. We show that, for a

fixed N, the set of all/ such that ||.4/|| 5¡N and ||/|| ^1 has compact

closure in L2. The proof follows. Call the set in question Sn-

Let K he the null space of A. Decompose DiA) into DiTi)+S-\-K,

where S is finite dimensional and the three spaces are linearly inde-

pendent. Any / in DiA) can be written as fi+f2+f*, where /1 is

in DiTi),f2 is in 5, and/3 is in K. Then range A is range Pi4-^4(S),

and these two spaces are linearly independent.

Let Pig+h) =g, where g-\-h is in range A, g is in range Pi, and h

is in AiS). Since 5 is finite dimensional and range Ti is closed, P

is a bounded linear transformation of range A into range Tu Let

||P||=Mi, and let || rr^^M,.
We see that if / is in D(A), then ||/i|| ûMiM2\\Af\\. Therefore, if

/ is in Sx, ll/ill g MiM2N. From this it follows that ||/2+/3|| ̂  MiM2N
4-1. However, Pf1 is completely continuous, and the set of all/1,

where / ranges over Sn, is contained in Tí 1ÍBMín), where B, is the

ball of radius r in range T\. Thus the set of /1 has compact closure.

Also the set of f2+fz is contained in a ball of the finite dimensional

space 54-K, and thus the set oí f2-\-fs has compact closure as well.

This proves our claim that Sn has compact closure.

Now select tn such that i/(„ approaches zero weakly. Then, if for

some I there were a subsequence ¿„(;) such that HP^Hi remains

bounded, pick / such that ¡|/||=1 and / is in Côil). Then

WU^AU^fW-WAU^fl But by definition, U;xAUt = At, so
IMC7<»Ci)/ll = IM«n(,-)/ll- By assumption IM^/H remains bounded,
so the same is true for ||.4 UtnU)f\\. But || UtnU)f\\ = 1, so there is a

subsequence of the sequence Ut^^f which converges to g in norm, by

the fact that all these are contained in some Sn if A is large enough.

But since U^ approaches zero in the weak operator topology, g must

be zero. This is impossible, and the proof is finished.
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